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Introduction
Soft materials responsive to external stimuli such as temperature, 

pH, electric fields, have attracted considerable attention as next 
generation actuators, devices with virtual reality, or soft robots etc. 
Magnetic elastomer is a soft material responsive to magnetic fields 
and is consisting of polymeric matrices and magnetic particles. When 
magnetic fields are applied to magnetic elastomers, the viscoelasticity 
of the magnetic elastomer significantly increases, which is called the 
magneto rheological (MR) effect.1‒5 So far, we have reported a new 
class of magnetic hydrogels and elastomers that exhibit drastic and 
reversible changes in dynamic modulus without using strong magnetic 
fields.6‒9 We have also reported that bimodal magnetic elastomers 
consisting of magnetic and nonmagnetic particles exhibit the enhanced 
magneto mechanical response compared to the monomodal magnetic 
elastomers.10‒13 Recently, magnetic elastomers attract much attention 
as damping materials which can control the resonant frequency of 
vibration by magnetic fields. It is because that the elastic modulus 
of magnetic elastomer can be changed continuously by magnetic 
fields. Normally, a general damper has a certain resonant frequency 
depending on its elastic modulus. Therefore, many dampers with some 
different elastic modulus are needed for absorbing vibrations with 
various frequencies. In aerospace, damping materials with variable 
resonant frequency are much useful compared to the earth because 
the inertial effect is very remarkable, e.g. dampers for solar panel 
for artificial satellite or space station. As far as we know, magnetic 
elastomers with variable resonant frequency have not been employed 
in aerospace materials so far.

As well as the rheological response by magnetic fields mentioned 
above, the electric conductivity for magnetic elastomers alters in 
response to magnetic fields. Accordingly, the elastic modulus can be 

sensed by the electric conductivity for magnetic elastomers. So far, 
many researches relating to the electric conductivity for magnetic 
elastomers have been reported in literatures.14‒16 Recently, the 
application using the electric characteristics for magnetic elastomers to 
sensors is widely and acceleratingly developed, e.g. highly stretchable 
electrodes and stretchable lighting devices,17 the effect of pressure 
or strain on the electric conductivity for magnetic elastomers,18 
drastic magnetic response of electric conductivity of graphite doped 
magneto rheological plastomers.19 In general, most of measurements 
of electric conductivity for magnetic elastomers is carried out by 
using low electric voltages, e.g. ~10V. The electric conductivity at 
low electric fields gives us information about the mobility of carriers 
which flow in the material without dielectric breakdown. On the other 
hand, the electric conductivity at high electric fields demonstrates 
the mobility of carriers which conduct chains of magnetic particles 
accompanying with the dielectric breakdown at the gap between the 
discontinuous chains. In advance to the measurement under magnetic 
fields, it should be cleared that the dynamic behavior of carriers under 
no magnetic fields when an electric field was applied. In this study, 
we measured the time profiles of electric conductivity for magnetic 
elastomers with various volume fractions of magnetic particles under 
various strengths of electric voltages.

Experimental procedure
Polyurethane elastomers and magnetic elastomers were synthesized 

by a pre-polymer method. Polypropylene glycols (Mw=2000, 3000), 
toluene diisocyanate, carbonyl iron (CI-SM) particles with a diameter 
of 2.5µm, and a plasticizer (dioctyl phthalate, DOP) were mixed by 
a mechanical mixer for several minutes. Polyurethane elastomers 
without magnetic particles were obtained by the similar procedure as 
magnetic elastomers without using the magnetic particle. The mixed 
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Abstract

The time profiles of electric conductivity for cross-linked magnetic elastomers at 
high electric fields were measured in the absence of magnetic fields. The magnetic 
elastomer is cross-linked polyurethane containing carbonyl iron particles. The electric 
conductivity for magnetic elastomers simply decreased with an elapse of time and 
took a constant value at typically ~100s after applied the electric fields. The decrease 
in the electric conductivity was in proportional to the volume fraction of magnetic 
particles, indicating that the carriers for the electric conduction are positively or 
negatively charged ions which were diffused from the magnetic particles. On the 
other hand, the electric conductivity for magnetic elastomers with a volume fraction 
of 0.27 decreased, however it reversed to increase at ~50s, which is an indication 
of the dielectric breakdown behavior. When the electric field was removed, the 
electric conductivity was completely recovered to the initial value within 1 min. 
The mechanism of electric conductivity is discussed for understanding the electric 
conduction and dielectric breakdown for magnetic elastomers.
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liquid was poured in a silicon mold and cured at a hot stage for 20min 
at 100°C. The concentration of DOP was defined by the ratio of DOP 
to the matrix without magnetic particles and it was fixed at 65 wt.%; 
DOP/(DOP+matrix). Magnetic elastomers with volume fractions of 
magnetic particles ranging from 0.02 to 0.27 were prepared in this 
study. The electric conductivity for magnetic elastomers was measured 
by two terminals method using a high resistance meter (DSM-8104, 
HIOKI) at room temperature. The voltage was varied from 10V to 
1kV. The data of electric resistance was measured at 1s after when 
the voltage was applied. The sample was a disk 20mm diameter and 
2.0mm thickness, and it was sandwiched between the electrodes made 
of cupper-beryllium alloy. The measurement was performed for three 
samples obtained from different batches.

Results and discussion
Figure 1A shows the time profiles of electric conductivity at 500V 

for magnetic elastomers with various volume fractions of magnetic 
particles. The electric conductivity for polyurethane elastomers 
without magnetic particles slightly decreased with an elapse of time. 
The electric conductivity took a constant value after approximately 
40s. As increasing the volume fraction of magnetic particles, the 
electric conductivity largely decreased with an elapse of time. The 
time for reaching the equilibrium was longer (~100s) with increasing 
the volume fraction of magnetic particles. Therefore, the decrease 
in the electric conductivity is caused by the decrease in the mobile 
ions in magnetic elastomer due to the electrode polarization effect. It 
is well known that the electric conductivity strongly depends on the 
compression strain applied by electrodes, i.e. the electric conductivity 
increases with the strain, especially in the presence of magnetic fields. 
In the present study, the compression strain was kept at 0.01 for all 
measurements; therefore the compression effect can be neglected.

Figure 1B shows the time dependence of the electric conductivity 
at 1000V for magnetic elastomers with various volume fractions of 
magnetic particles. As well as the conductivity at 500V, both the 
electric conductivity for polyurethane elastomers slightly decreased 
with an elapse of time. Magnetic elastomers demonstrated that the 
electric conductivity largely decreased with the time. The electric 
conductivity for polyurethane elastomers took a constant value after 
approximately 40s, and it for magnetic elastomers without a volume 
fraction of 0.27 was approximately 150s. For magnetic elastomers 
with a volume fraction of 0.27, the electric conductivity suddenly 

decreased when the electric field was applied, however it turned to 
increase at approximately 10s. The lag time can be considered as an 
induction time for the dielectric breakdown. The dielectric breakdown 
accompanying with a lag time might be caused by a secondary 
effect such as local heating which is taken place at the gap between 
magnetic particles. After the electrode polarization, the electric field is 
considered to be concentrated at the gap between particles; this might 
lead the local heating.

Figure 2 depicts the relationship between the electric conductivity 
at 500V and the volume fraction of magnetic particles for magnetic 
elastomers. The electric conductivity at 0s, σ0, for magnetic elastomers 
linearly increased with the volume fraction of magnetic particles. This 
strongly indicates that magnetic particles contain conductive carriers 
which are diffused by an application of electric voltages.20 On the 
other, the electric conductivity at 300s, σ∞, for magnetic elastomers 
was independent of the volume fraction of magnetic particles. This 
suggests that the conductive carriers were completely polarized by the 
electric field at 300s.

Figure 3 indicates the relationship between the decrease in the 
electric conductivity σ0-σ∞ and the volume fraction of magnetic 
particles at various voltages. It was found that the decrease in the 
electric conductivity increased in proportional to the volume fraction 
of magnetic particles at all voltages. This evidence shows that the 
electric conductivity occurs by conductive carriers leaked from 
magnetic particles. The value of the slope increased with the applied 
voltage below 100V and it was constant at high voltages, indicating 
that the applied voltage is high enough to drag out conductive ions 
from magnetic particles.

Figure 4A demonstrates the recovery in the electric conductivity 
for polyurethane elastomers without magnetic particles. The electric 
field was cut at 300 s and was applied again to the elastomer after 
an interval of 60s. At both electric voltages, the electric conductivity 
recovered to high values compared to the last value at 300s although 
the difference was extremely small; 1.3% and 1.7% higher than the last 
values for 30V and 500V, respectively. Figure 4B shows the recovery 
in the electric conductivity for magnetic elastomers with a volume 
fraction of 0.27. At both electric voltages, the electric conductivity 
clearly recovered to the original values indicating that the polarized 
ions randomly distributed in magnetic elastomers by thermal agitation 
as schematically illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 1 Time profiles of electric conductivity at (A) 500 V and (B) 1000 V 

for magnetic elastomers with various volume fractions of magnetic particles.
Figure 2 Electric conductivity at 0 and 300s for magnetic elastomers 

measured at 500V as a function of the volume fractions of magnetic particles.
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Figure 3 Relationship between the decrease in electric conductivity σ0-σ∞ and 

the volume fractions of magnetic particles at various electric voltages.

Figure 4 Recovery in the electrode polarization at 30 and 500V for (A) 
polyurethane elastomers and (B) magnetic elastomers with a volume fraction 
of magnetic particles of 0.27. The electric field was cut at 300s and applied 

again at 360s.

Figure 5 Possible explanation for time-dependent electric conductivity for 

magnetic elastomers containing carbonyl iron particles.

Conclusion
We investigated the time profiles of the electric conductivity 

for magnetic elastomers containing magnetic particles with various 
volume fractions and at various electric voltages. Typically, the electric 
conductivity for magnetic elastomers exhibited a time-dependent 
behavior; it decreased with an elapse of time and took a constant 
value at approximately 100s after applying electric voltages, which 
is due to the electrode polarization of conductive carriers diffused out 
from magnetic particles. Magnetic elastomers with a volume fraction 
of 0.27 showed the dielectric breakdown behavior at 1000V with 

showing a lag time, which might be caused by a secondary effect such 
as local heating between magnetic particles. The electric conductivity 
recovered to the original value within 60s after cutting off the electric 
voltages indicating that the carriers relax to the random distribution 
by thermal agitation. These results presented here would be useful for 
understanding the conduction mechanism or the dielectric breakdown 
occurred in magnetic elastomers.
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